The new era of supply chain begins now

Unleash the power of Watson Supply Chain to create a transparent, intelligent and predictive supply chain
Digital business is changing business models – and how we conduct business. It is both connecting and blurring the lines between the digital and physical worlds. It is changing how businesses communicate, transact and interact with customers, suppliers and partners. And it is accelerating the pace of business, in a world already operating 24/7.

How do businesses not just keep pace – but stay ahead of the competition in this environment? How do they adapt to, and exceed, ever-evolving global customer demands and expectations? How do they weather increasing volatility and risks?

Their ability to do so is largely dependent on their supply chain.

As much as 65 percent of the value of a company’s products or services is derived from suppliers.¹ Suppliers and the supply chain impact everything from the quality, delivery and costs of a business’s products and services, to customer service and satisfaction, and ultimately profitability.
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Supply chain leaders are tasked with continually ensuring the quality, delivery and availability of supply – while controlling costs. They must monitor and mitigate an array of potential supply disruptions – including both common events, such as weather, delivery delays and quality defects, as well as major events such as political unrest, natural disasters and the financial instability of suppliers. They must also safeguard the brand, ensuring suppliers and product components live up to customers’ expectations and social values. Today’s expectations are that inbound supply needs to be just as focused on customer experience, personalization and client delivery as the outbound side of the equation.

And in an era where innovation can mean the difference between success and stagnation, supply chain leaders are increasingly being called upon to collaborate with suppliers to foster greater efficiency and innovation.

Lack of visibility and transparency is the greatest hurdle in achieving the supply chain organization’s objectives. Most organizations lack transparency into critical links in supply chain processes – as well as the visibility needed to better predict and prevent disruptions and inventory imbalance. This largely stems from an inability to corral and make sense of an overwhelming amount of data scattered across different processes, sources and systems.

**Lack of visibility and transparency is the greatest hurdle in achieving the supply chain organization’s objectives.**

Supply chain organizations also are struggling to keep pace with change, both technological advances and the changes that the digital age is bringing to industries and markets. Under these pressures, they lag in elevating their personnel and empowering them with the knowledge, data and capabilities needed to succeed.

---

2. IBM IBV Global Chief Supply Chain Officer (CSCO) Study
Create a modern supply chain that is transparent, intelligent and predictive.
By establishing greater visibility into supply chain data and processes and leveraging cognitive technologies, supply chain organizations can both predict and mitigate disruptions and risks and deliver more value to the business.
Establish greater transparency and visibility by establishing one shared view of supply chain data and intelligence across all suppliers, partners, systems and processes. Such visibility should include both internal and external sources of data—both structured and unstructured. Provide the supply chain organization with contextual intelligence that shows the impact of business decisions.

Case Study
Allied Bakeries is delivering just in time every time with seamless B2B integration

Allied Bakeries, a leading manufacturer of bakery products headquartered in Maidenhead, England, wanted to upgrade and future-proof its approach to managing mission-critical EDI messages from retail customers and its ability to receive, process and fulfil orders in a timely manner. With transaction volumes approaching 60,000 messages daily, the company needed to upgrade to a new solution. Allied Bakeries migrated EDI management from a lean in-house team to IBM® Supply Chain Business Network, ensuring expert monitoring 24/7 and shrinking the risk of unplanned downtime. The company now achieves 100 percent on-time delivery of its EDI messages in the cloud—ensuring that it can always make just-in-time deliveries to its supermarket customers. Read the full story.
Leverage the latest cognitive technologies to create transparency and comprehensive visibility into supply chain processes – and potential disruptions and risks – so that the organization can quickly and proactively mitigate those events. Further, foster collaboration among internal supply chain staff – and work collaboratively with suppliers and partners – to resolve disputes, respond to events and drive innovation.

CASE STUDY
KeHE Distributors mitigates risk, keeps fulfillment running like clockwork

KeHE Distributors, which works with some of the largest retailers in the United States, must ensure that its order fulfillment processes run like clockwork. Otherwise, they risk delivery delays that eat into margins. KeHE Distributors leverages IBM solutions to keep its logistics network running efficiently, reliably and cost-effectively, which in turn helps the company to protect its margins.

“In our industry, operating lean is crucial to combat downward pressure on margins. We have not experienced any unplanned downtime, keeping our logistics network running smoothly and cost-effectively,” says Carl Snyder, manager of IT initiatives at KeHE Distributors. Read the full story.
CEVA Logistics achieves 90 percent faster reactions to seasonal peaks in EDI requirements

CEVA Logistics, one of the world’s leading logistics enterprises, targeted rock-solid availability for the electronic data interchange (EDI) services that connect its extensive network of clients, suppliers and logistics partners to tackle massive spikes in demand during major retail events and to drive growth. To support its business expansion without a reduction in service levels for EDI, CEVA Logistics decided to migrate its multiple EDI systems to IBM Supply Chain Business Network—a secure, cloud-based solution.

“We calculated that the managed-services solution from IBM would help us avoid 50 percent in capital costs compared to building a new in-house EDI platform. Better still, the cloud model means that we never have to worry about the underlying infrastructure—eliminating the need for operational spend on software updates or provisioning new hardware.” explains Jeff Liddicoat, Information Systems and Services—Integration, Senior Delivery Lead at CEVA Logistics. Today, CEVA Logistics can add additional EDI capacity 90 percent faster, ensuring it never falters even during seasonal peaks in logistics demand and laying a stable foundation for continued growth. Read the full story.
Embed robust cognitive capabilities into existing systems to provide incomparable visibility, transparency and insight into data and processes. Empower teams beyond transactional roles, into trusted business advisors who proactively reduce costs, mitigate risks and drive innovation. Elevate supply chain personnel to strategic leaders who guide and inspire the organization.

CASE STUDY
Cognitive solutions transforming the IBM supply chain organization

Managing more than 17,000 suppliers across 100 global markets, the IBM supply chain organization lacked the visibility required to get ahead of disruptions and maximize opportunities. By turning to IBM’s analytics, cognitive, mobile and social tools, they fortified decision-making at the individual level and coordination across the supply chain.

For example, take the classic challenge of shifting demand – what orders to place on the line, and what supply is needed to build? Previously, the teams responsible for each phase weren’t able to communicate in real time, causing misalignment between the latest demand, orders and supply. With cognitive capabilities, each group has immediate knowledge of changes to demand, supply and/or the order load – and is equipped with context-based intelligence to optimize inventory, fulfillment and build plans.
Watson Supply Chain elevates the supply chain organization’s existing systems and capabilities to provide greater visibility, transparency and insight into supply chain data and processes. Watson Supply Chain embeds robust cognitive capabilities and extends digital connections with partners to empower organizations to better predict and mitigate disruptions and risks, as well as drive collaboration and innovation, while reducing costs.
Embeds cognitive capabilities into solutions and establishes comprehensive supply chain visibility

Enhance existing systems with a cognitive solution that actually understands, reasons and learns

Establish comprehensive visibility into supply chain data across the global organization

Analyze data, both structured and unstructured, at enormous scale and speed, for deeper insights

Optimize data exchange and operational efficiency across a digital business partner network

Provide staff the capabilities to intelligently monitor and assess threats, disruptions and risks

Elevate personnel by providing cognitive solutions and a knowledge base that enable them to make quicker decisions and improve day-to-day actions

“Our machines should be nothing more than tools for extending the powers of the human beings who use them.”

– Thomas Watson, Jr.
Combines technology leadership with supply chain expertise and consulting

**Extend the value of technologies** via IBM Global Business Services, including industry-leading supply chain consulting services

**Access global support** across geographical markets, languages and industries/sectors

**Leverage expertise from the deep network** of IBM supply chain consultants and practitioners guiding development of Watson Supply Chain

Extends visibility across the entire value chain through an ecosystem of solutions

**Tap into inventory and fulfillment capabilities** through companion offerings from Watson Commerce

**Incorporate complementary solutions** including procurement, B2B integration and order management

**Leverage a global trading network** with over 350K clients managing millions of transactions a day
Illuminate new possibilities with Watson Supply Chain

Now is the moment when you can leverage cognitive capabilities to create a transparent, intelligent and predictive supply chain.

Start outthinking possibilities for your customers, suppliers and partners – your entire value chain – today at ibm.com/watson/supply-chain.

You’ll learn how you can use the power of Watson technology to enhance the work you do every day, allowing you to act with greater speed and precision.